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10 Things to Know About Jupiter If Earth were the size of a grape, Jupiter would be the size of
a basketball. In Depth - By the Numbers - Galleries - Exploration.Jupiter's four largest moons
(Io, Europa, Ganymede and Callisto) are known as the Galilean satellites because they were
discovered by Galileo Galilei in But what do we know of Jupiter to date? Brightest, biggest,
first. Jupiter's brightness in the night sky is due to its enormous size. It is by far the.Jupiter is
the largest planet in our solar system, and is known for its many moons, its dangerous
radiation belt and its iconic Great Red Spot.Jupiter is the fifth planet from the Sun and the
largest in the Solar System. It is a giant planet Jupiter has been known to astronomers since
antiquity. Physical characteristics - Mythology - History of research and - Moons.Did you
know? You can see four of Jupiter's moons With a pair of binoculars at night. Also, Jupiter
spins really fast; it only takes 10 hours to go from night to day.The planet Jupiter is the fifth
planet out from the Sun, and is two and a half times more It is made primarily of gases and is
therefore known as a “gas giant”.Scientists know surprisingly little about the deep interiors of
gas giants, such as Saturn and Jupiter, but that's changing. In four new studies.Jupiter's been in
the news lately with its newly discovered moons. We've got some fascinating facts about the
Gas Giant, our solar system's largest planet.Jupiter Facts You Might Not Know About. If you
weigh pounds on Earth, you would weigh pounds on Jupiter. Jupiter has a mass times greater
than.9 Nov - 6 min - Uploaded by Artbees In this video Maziar from Artbees will take you
through the power points of Jupiter WordPress.In light of Juno's ongoing mission, here are a
few things that you may want to know about Jupiter before we get more details from
NASA's.6 days ago Astronomers have discovered 10 small moons orbiting Jupiter, bringing its
total to 79 — by far the most moons known around any planet.There's still a lot we don't know
about Jupiter: what is it made of? What lies beneath those beautiful, swirling clouds? What
exactly drives its magnetic field?.The amount of time it takes Jupiter to rotate on its axis is
known as a Jovian day ( Jove is another name for Jupiter in Roman mythology).One of the
goals of the upcoming Juno mission to Jupiter is to gather data to learn if the planet has a
dense core. What other surprises.But once every orbit, the spacecraft comes swooping toward
Jupiter and And the more they look, the more scientists learn that Jupiter is.
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